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Epic Systems Corporation names Vitalize Consulting Solutions, Inc. as a
Certified Consultant
Kennett Square, PA– August 7, 2008–. The healthcare software giant Epic has added Vitalize
Consulting Solutions, Inc. (VCS) to their list of certified consultants. The 25 consultants on the
certified consultant list represent some of the most respected and profitable names in healthcare
consulting. This partnership is granted to firms who have invested significant effort in gaining
knowledge in Epic systems and signals that VCS is a high quality vendor with a positive
relationship to Epic and their customers.
With this credit, VCS hopes to increase their Epic customer base and continue to cater to the
growing needs of the healthcare IT consulting community. VCS Epic Practice Director, Ann
Mendlowitz says, “After many years of working with Epic customers and striving to understand
their position, it is a great honor to be added to this list. I am very excited to work closely with
Epic and their customers to help resolve the big issues facing healthcare IT today.”
About Epic Systems Corporation
Epic Systems Corporation is a privately held healthcare IT company founded in 1979 by Judy
Faulkner. Epic creates award-winning software that helps healthcare organizations provide better
care. Their software supports all the functions that orbit around the patient: Registration and
scheduling systems for clerks; clinical systems for doctors, nurses, emergency personnel, and
other care providers; ancillary systems like lab, pharmacy, and radiology; billing systems for care
providers as well as insurers. All the systems work in unison to dissolve the informational
boundaries that create inefficient, dangerous healthcare software.
About Vitalize
Vitalize Consulting Solutions, Inc., Kennett Square, PA, and Reading, MA, provides a wide
variety of clinical, business and IT solutions for healthcare enterprises across the country. Their
comprehensive range of programs and services includes system implementation, integration,
optimization, project management, custom reporting, education and knowledge transfer expertise.
VCS consultants and principals listen, advise and strengthen their customers in the pursuit of their
strategic IT initiatives. Primarily focusing on the Cerner, Epic, Eclipsys, Siemens, McKesson and
MEDITECH users, they successfully establish long term relationships by providing experienced
professionals who consistently exceed their customers’ expectations. For more information,
please visit www.getvitalized.com.
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For more information on Vitalize Consulting Solutions Inc., please call Cyndi Cahill, 610-444-1233 ext.
103.

